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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces soft -Hausdroff spaces in soft topological spaces via soft -open sets. The notations of interior and 
closure are generalized using these sets. In a soft topological space, a soft set  is said to soft  -open  set if  FE   . A 
detail study is carried out on the soft -Hausdroff spaces. 
AMS subject classification (2010): 54A10, 54A05 and 06D72. 
Keywords: Soft β-open set, Soft β -closed sets, Soft β-derived set and soft β-Hausdroff spaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Soft set theory was first introduced by Molodtsov [1] in 1999 as a general mathematical tool for dealing uncertain 
fuzzy, not clearly defined objects. He has shown several applications of this theory in solving many practical problems 
in economics, engineering, social science, medical science, and so on. In 2010 Muhammmd shabir , Munazza Naz [2] 
used soft sets to define a topology namely soft topology and defined soft separation axioms. Some of these separation 
axioms have been found to be useful in computer science and digital topology. In 2013 J.Subhashini and C.Sekar[5] 
defined soft pre open sets in a soft topological spaces and defined soft pre-separation axioms.  As well known, 
Separation Axioms occupies very important place in topology. Many authors have presented different kinds of 
Separation Axioms in general, fuzzy, intuitionistic fuzzy and soft topological spaces. In 2013 Y.Yumak, A.K.Kaymakci 
[7] introduced soft β-open sets in a soft topological spaces. In this paper we introduce soft β-Hausdroff spaces in a soft 
topological spaces. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1.Soft set Results 

2.1.1.Definition. [R-18] 
Let X be an initial universe and E be a set of parameters. Let P(X) denote the power set of X and A be a non-empty 
subset of E. A pair (F,A) is called a soft set over X and is defined by the set of ordered pairs (F,A)={(e,F(e) 
):e∈A,F(e)∈P(X) },where F:A→P(X)  such that F(e)=∅ if  e∉A. 
In other words a soft set over X is a parameterized family of subsets over the universe X. For e∈A, F(e) may be 
considered as the set of e-approximate elements of the soft set (F,A). The value of  F(e)  may be arbitrary, some of them 
may be empty, some may have non-empty intersection. Clearly a soft set is not a set. 
In this thesis we used the notation of the soft set (F,A) as F_A. Note that the set of all soft set over X is denoted by S 
(X). 
2.1.2. Example. [3]  
Suppose that there are five cars  in the universe. Let  X={c1, c2, c3, c4, c5} under consideration,and that 
E={e_1,e_2,e_3,e_(4,) e_5,e_6,e_7,e_8 } is a set of decision parameters. The e_i (i=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)  stand for the 
parameters “expensive”,“beautiful”, “manual gear”,  “cheap”, “automatic gear”, “in good repair”, “in bad repair” and 
"costly”  respectively. In this case, to define a soft set means to point out expensive cars, beautiful cars and so on. 
 It means that, Consider the mapping F given by “cars (.)”, where (.) is to be filled in by one of the parameters e_i∈E. 
For instance,   
F(e_1) means “car (expensive)”, and its functional value is the set {c ∈X: c is an expensive car} and so, 
Let  A⊆E,  the soft set FA that describes the “attractiveness of the cars” in the opinion of a buyer say Ram, may be 
defined like   A={e_2,e_3,e_4,e_5,e_7},F(e_2)= {c2, c3,c5},  
F(e_3)= {c2,c4}, F(e_4)= {c1},F(e_5)= {X} and F(e_7)= {c3,c5}. We can view this soft set FA as consisting of the 
following collection of approximations: 
F_A={(e_2,{c_2,c_(3,),c_5 } ),(e_3,{c_2,c_4}),(e_4,{c_1}),(e_5,{X} ),(e_7,{c_3,c_5 } ) }. 
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2.1.3.Definition  
For two soft sets F_A,G_B over a common universe X, we say that F_A is a soft subset of G_B if 

(1) A⊆B and 
(2) For all e∈A, F (e) and G (e) are identical approximations. 

We write F_A ⊂ ̃ G_B. F_A is said to be a soft super set of G_B if G_B is a soft subset of  F_A. We denoted it by F_A 
⊃ ̃G_B. 
2.1.4. Definition.  
A soft set F_A over X is said to be a soft null set denoted by ∅ if for all e∈A,  F(e)=∅. It means that there is no element 
in X related to the parametere∈A. Therefore, we do not display such elements in the soft sets, as it is meaningless to 
consider such parameters. 
2.1.5. Definition 
Let F_E be a soft set over X and Y be a non-empty subset of X . Then the soft subset of F_E over Y denoted by 
YF(e)=Y∩F(e), for all e∈E. In other words YF_E=Y ̃∩ ̃F_E.  
2.1.6. Definition 
A soft set F_E over X is said to be an soft absolute set (soft universal set) denoted by X ̃ if for all e∈E, F(e)=X. Clerarly 
X ̃^C ̃ =∅ and ∅^c ̃ =X ̃.  
2.2 Soft topology 
Let X be an initial universe set and E be the non-empty set of parameters. The collection of all soft set over X is 
denoted by S(X). 
2.2.1. Definition  
Let F_E ∈ ̃S(X). The soft power set of  FE is  defined by P ̃(F_E )={F_(E_i ):F_(E_i ) ⊆ ̃F_E,iϵI⊆N} and its cardinality 
is defined by where  |F(e)|   is the cardinality of  F(e). 
2.2.2. Example 
Let X={x,y}, E={e1,e2} and X ̃={ (e_1 ┤,{x,y}) ,(e_2,{x,y}) }, So  |P ̃(X ̃)| = 24 = 16. They are X ̃,∅, F_(E_1 
)={(e_1,{x} ) }, F_(E_2 )={(e_1,{y} ) },〖 F〗_(E_3 )= {(e1,{x,y})}, F_(E_4 )={(e2,{,x})},F_(E_5 )={(e2,{y})},F_(E_6 
)={(e2,{x,y})},F_(E_7 )={(e_1,{x}),(e_2,{x})} ,  
F_(E_8 )={(e1,{x}),(e2,{ y})},F_(E_9 )={(e_1,{ x}),(e2,{ x,y})},F_(E_10 )={(e1,{y}),(e_2,{x} )},F_(E_11 )={(e1,{ 
y}), (e_2,{y} )},F_(E_12 )={(e1,{ y}),(e_2,{x,y} ),},F_(E_13 )={(e_1,{x,y} ), (e_2,{x} )},F_(E_14 )={(e_1,{x,y} 
),(e_2,{y} )are all soft subset of  F_E. So  |P ̃(X ̃)| = 24 = 16. 
2.2.3. Definition  
Let , then  denotes the soft set over X for which , for all . The soft set  over X is called 
soft singleton set. 
2.2.4. Definition. 
Let   be the collection of soft sets over X, then   is said to be a soft topology on X if  

 
2.2.5. Definition 
Let  be a soft topological space over X, then the members of  are said to be soft open sets in X. 
2.2.6. Definition 
Let  be a soft topological space over X, A soft set  over X is said to be soft closed set in X, if its relative 
complement  belongs to . 
2.2.7. Example. 

 
2.2.8. Definition 
A soft topology whose soft open sets are all soft subsets of  is called soft discrete topology. 

2.2.9. Definition 

A soft topology whose soft open sets are soft empty and the soft set  itself is called soft trivial topology or soft 
indiscrete topology. It has least possible number soft open sets. 
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4.CONCLUSION 
The initiation of notation of soft topological space was introduced by Muhammad Shabir and MunazzaNaz[2]. Many 
researchers turned their attention to the various concepts of soft topological space. In 2013 Y.Yumak, A.K. Kaymakci 
introduced Soft -open sets in a soft topological spaces. In this paper, we continue this work and introduce soft -
Hausdroff spaces and studied its related properties. 
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